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INTRODUCTION

The generation of large amounts of data continues to outpace the ability
of automated tools to integrate, transform, and analyze the resulting data
repositories. Even though increasingly sophisticated tools are created to
handle the enormous piles of heterogeneous information fragments, it is
still a big challenge to support a person in extracting the knowledge nugget
that in which he or she is actually interested.
In the past, complex analyzes were often performed by highly trained
people who wrote and continuously updated and maintained sets of analysis scripts, written in their language of choice, such as Python or R. Such
libraries were often not us~bli for anyone other than the original author,
and continued maintenance quickly became impossible without involving
the author. From a corporate point of view this was not only highly risky
but also made it almost impossible to share knowledge among individuals,
let alone different groups. Tools with graphical user interfaces were much
more limiting in terms of analytical power but at least also enabled less
well-trained users to run standard analyzes on their data. However, every
time that a new data set was generated (or an existing one updated) the
entire analysis needed to be reexecuted step by step. This process again
made it difficult to share expertise among groups and proved to be a huge
waste of time, since it required reexecution of standard analyzes over and
over again. The best of both worlds is the ability to define an analysis
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process quickly and intuitively and then rerun it aut?mat~cally on n~w
data while being flexible enongh to make slight modIficatIOns, resultmg
in tools to truly explore and analyze data. In this chapter we discuss some
of the most modem, flexible, and powerful tools to support this analytical
type of data exploration: namely, tools that allow the user intuitively to
model the flow of information through various processing modules. Such
workflow or data-pipelining tools have emerged in the past decade ~r so
as the method of choice for quick, flexible integration and analYSIS of
diverse distributed information repositories while still being able later to
reuse the workflow generated to analyze new or updated data. An interesting side effect is the ability to document what has been done and to
communicate this visually to other users who may not share the preference for a specific script or analysis language. As a result, workflow tools
have emerged as a knowledge-capturing tool as well, allowing companies
to convert individuals' experiences into valuable reference knowledge for
later use.
Here we focus on four prominent representatives of such tools in the
areas of chemo- and bioinformatics. In other areas, such as business
intelli aence and financial applications, a variety of other workflow or
ipeli~ina tools exist" however they are outside the scope of this chapter.
b
' .
'
.
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We discuss two commercIal representatIves (KDE from InforSense and
Pipeline Pilot2 from Accelrys) as well as two open-source workflow tools:
Taverna22,24 and KNIME.4,14 These four tools cover the breadth of functionality and address rather different needs: Two are targeted more toward
data pipelining, whereas the other two focus primarily on the workflow
organization of (distributed) tools. We go into more detail with one of
the tools, the open-source Konstanz Information Miner (KNIME), as an
example to illustrate and discuss the pros and cons of some of the underlying technical choices. Finally, we demonstrate how such tools can be
used based on some examples.

P
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EXISTING WORKFLOW ENVIRONMENTS

As we mentioned in Section it is highly preferable to model analysis tasks,
as they often appear in chemo- and bioinformatics in graphical workflows.
Besides the four programs already mentioned, which we di~cuss in more
detail below, there are, of course, other tools, such as Kepler,.)' 18 Insightful
. .
. 12
.
34
Miner,17 GridMiner,8 DataMmmg
Gnd,
LO NI P'Ipel'me, 19 an d Tnana.
However, they are either not commonly used, do not offer special bio- or
chemoinformatics functionality , or require programming skills. Therefore,
we concentrate on KNIME, Taverna, Pipeline Pilot, and InforSense KDE.

These programs can be categorized in several ways. First and most
obvious is the licensing and/or development model. KNIME and Taverna
are open-source projects and may be used completely free of charge,
whereas Pipeline Pilot and InforSense KDE are proprietary commercial
products. Both approaches have advantages and disadvantages; for new
users the uncomplicated
and free access to KNIME and Taverna mi baht
.
make them the first choice, whereas for industrial users the supposedly
better and longer-term product support of the latter two may be more
important.
Another fundamental property is the way in which workflows are modeled and built. A simple linear chain of nodes may already be sufficient
for many tasks, but there are many others, where a node requires two different inputs and/or creates more than one output (e.g., a substructure filter
which obtains the substructures at the first input and the molecules to be
filtered at the second input, subsequently placing the matching molecules
at the first output and the nonmatching at the second). Therefore, the theoretical model underlying the workflows is usually a directed acyclic graph,
meaning that nodes can have several inputs and outputs, but loops are not
allowed. This does not, however, mean that the concept of loops (i.e.,
iteratively executing parts of a workflow with different data or parameters) is not possible. It is just the data that flow strictly from one end to
the other.
Once the workflow has been designed, data are fed into it. How the
input data are processed is another conceptual design issue. KNIME, for
example, is table based (i.e., the input data are processed completely
by any node in the workflow before the results are made available to
successor nodes. This "may s~em to be.. a disadvantage over the other
concept, where single data rows are se t along the pipeline as soon as
they become available- Pipeline Pilot uses this concept. However, quite
a few processing elements in the workflow still require all the input data
anyway (e.g., all kinds of machine leaming/data-mining algorithms, such
as clustering, decision tree builders, or visualization nodes). Therefore, the
implicit parallelism achieved by row-oriented pipelines is only of limited
use. In the case of Pipeline Pilot the drawback of this concept is that the
processed data are not stored at each node's output, only at special nodes
that collect the results. In KNIME the result table of each node is available
at all times, even after closing and reopening a workflow (provided that
it has been saved, of course). Another disadvantage of pipelining is the
limitation to just one input port to nodes; therefore, filtering an input table
(or data stream) based on references from another source (e.g., filtering
a set of molecules based on a set of substructures) is not done easily.
Taverna and KDE operate similar to KNIME in that a node must first
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finish with all data before its successors are executed. Apart from these
conceptual differences between the four programs, there ar~, of co~rse,
many other differences, which we discuss further in the followmg sectIOns.
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KNIME

KNIME is a modular data exploration platform that enables the user
visually to create data flows, selectively execute some or all analysis
steps, and later investigate the results through interactive views on data
and models. KNIME was developed (and continues to be expanded) by
the Chair for Bioinformatics and Information Mining at the Universitat
Konstanz in Germany. KNIME is based on the Eclipse platform, and
thanks to its modular API, is easily extensible. Customs nodes and types
can be integrated quickly, enabling KNIME to be used not only in production environments but also for teaching and research prototyping. Apart
from a larae collection of nodes for data preprocessing tasks, it also contains man; nodes for data mining and visualization. As already mentioned,
KNIME workflows are built from nodes that can be connected in a DAG
(directed acyclic graph)-based structure (i.e. , a graph without loops). Nevertheless, looping support is available through special loop start and e~d
nodes which execute the nodes between them (the loop body) a certam
numb~r of times or until a specific criterion is fulfilled. This can easily
be used for common tasks such as cross-validation, feature selection, or
parameter optimization (the loop concept is explained in more detail. in
Section 3.3). Such subworkflows can be extracted into metanodes, whIch
may then be reused in other workflows.
Another useful concept for interactive data analysis is the hi/iting feature which marks related data rows in all branches of the workflow.
We 'can, for example, consider a node that finds frequent fragments in a
database of molecules, such as KNIME ' s MOSS 6,7 node. Once an interesting fragment has been found, our interest focuses on the mol~cules
that contain this fragment. By highlighting one (or more) rows m the
interactive table, which is connected to the MoSS node's fragment output
port, the corresponding rows in the second interactive table, which is connected to any node before MoSS, will also be highlighted. This concept
is known as visual brushing in the data-mining world. Figure 1 shows
part of this type of workflow, together with the two table views and some
hilit fragments or molecules.
Connections in KNIME workflows do not only transport data tables,
but may, in fact, transfer arbitrary "port objects" from one node to another.
This might include trained predictive models, such as decision trees, ~up
port vector machines or regression coefficients, and database connectIOns
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F,I?VRE 1 Parts of a chemoinfonnatics-related workflow, demonstrating KNIME' s

hilItm~ feature. The MoSS node searches for frequent fragments in a set of molecules.
S~lectmg and highlighting several of the fragments found after the MoSS node will also
highlIght the corresponding rows in the workflow's upper branch.

(again, more technical details are provided in Section 3). The various
connection types are indicated by different colors and shapes of the connectors att~ched to the nodes. KNIME has been designed as a generic
data analysIs and visual exploration platform and therefore does not offer
special bio- or chemoinfomIatics functronality in its base distribution
which somewhat comprises nodes for data input and output, rowcol~~n-~entered manipulation of data tables (filtering, sorting, shuffling,
partltIOmng, etc.), and .d~ta visualization (scatter plotter, box plot, line plot,
etc.) as well ~s .dat~ rmnmg. However, as KNIME is built on the Eclipse 13
framework, It IS sImple to add new functionality - usually in the form
of new nodes - by providing additional plug-ins. The official KNIME
w~bsite offers ~everal extensions, the most important (in the scope of
this chapter) bemg several chemistry-related data types (e.g. , SDF, Mo12,
SMILES) and corresponding input/output nodes and the CDK (Chemistry
9
Deve!oprn.ent Kit ,30) plug-in, built on it. By integrating parts of CDK's
functl?nahty, molecules can be visualized as two-dimensional (2D) structure dIagrams or- if available-as three-dimensional (3D) structures in
table views, various properties and descriptors can be calculated and substructure searches can be performed. Figure 2 shows a workflow with
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workflow showing some of the CDK nodes available,

some available CDK nodes. Other integrated tools are OpenBabel and
the already mentioned fragment miner MoSS . In addition to these opensource nodes, several commercial extensions are available. Schrbdinger27
provides a number of nodes offering access to their chemo- and bioinformatics applications such as LigPrep, Glide, or BLAST from KNIME.
Tripos33 offers nodes for, among others, the generation of chemical fingerprints, 2D alignments, and conformations, as well as nodes that integrate
different DB cartridges. Infocom 15 has integrated several of ChemAxon's
tools,!! such as database access, several property calculations, and Rgroup decomposition (for academic use, these nodes are currently free of
charge). Symyx 3! has developed several free nodes for reaction-based enumeration, stereonumeration, or R-group decomposition (however, some of
them require a Cheshire license). Molecular interaction fields and chemometrics in pharmaceutical discovery are provided by several nodes from
Molecular Discovery.2o Treweren Consultants 32 has packaged its THINK
nodes for de-novo derivative generation, structure-based virtual screening
(docking), and searching for novel actives using pharmacophores with
volume constraints. Several other software providers are working on the
integration of their respective tools.
Besides this huge collection of special bio- and chemoinformatics
nodes, there are other extensions that may be of use in the workflows,
such as basic reporting functionality via the BIRT project,5 the integration
of the R statistics package,25 and Weka 35 for a vast collection of machine
learning algorithms. One of the next releases will also feature several
image- and text-processing nodes.
Taverna

Taverna is another free, open-source software tool that helps users to create scientific workflows, primarily in bioinformatics. Taverna is being
developed as part of the UK's myGrid initiative. 2 ! Its main focus is
on using independent Web services via a common workflow-oriented
front end. Nodes (also known as "processors" in Taverna) are discovered dynamically upon startup by querying pre- and user-defined Web
service registries. Together with several local nodes, such as input/output,

string operations, or dynamic workflow controls, they are shown in a
structured node repository. The user can subsequently build a workflow
~which is a directed acyclic graph, as in KNIME) by first adding nodes to
It and then connecting their various input and output ports. In contrast to
KNIME, this cannot yet be performed directly inside the graphical workflow la~ou~ but must. be done via the list of processors, as the graphical
layout I.S SImply a pI~ture generated by Graph Viz (this is supposed to
~hange m the next major release). The workflow is represented internally
m the Scufl workflow language and can in principle be run separately from
Taverna. The use of Web services as main data-processing components
has the advantage that the user does not have to install additional software
components; instead, they are used out-of-the-box. As a side effect, the
workflow can use the remote computing infrastructure, which is usually
more powerful than the local computer. Databases and other resources can
also be ~sed. This does not come without a cost, however. Changes at the
remote sIde can easily break existing workflows. Also data must be transferred to the remote side first. The result is then transmitted back, which
can become a major problem if the data sets are large. Also, Web services
may be temporarily unavailable or may simply be removed, which then
renders the workflow useless. The data passed along the connections in
the workflow do not follow a strict schema like the data tables in KNIME
which are strongly typed (each column has a distinct type). Instead:
Taverna uses mime types as "data blocks." More advanced data structu:es can b~ built by defining lists or trees of mime types. Unfortunately,
thIS generalIty makes it impossible to check if the input/output data of two
conn~cted nodes matches before executing the workflow. For converting
data m such cases, Taverna offers numerous "shim" services, which make
sure that two nodes din be",used togetber.
~esi~es data connections, Taverna 1workflows usually contain coordinatlon lmks between nodes. These are useful if a node needs the results
from a~other node but where the results are not transferred by data
connectIOns but are stored directly on the remote side (e.g., inside a
database). A coordination link between these two nodes ensures that the
second does not start before the first is finished. Running a workflow in
Taverna always entails executing all nodes from beginning to end, whereas
other programs often support execution of parts of the overall workflow
as well.
Pipeline Pilot
2

SciTegic Pipeline Pilot is a commercial pipelinina tool and- aiven its
wide use- probably the market leader in the chemoinformatics area.
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Components t for data retrieval, filtering, basic analysis, and reporting are
available. Although it is known primarily for its chemoinformatics capabilities, it also provides add-ons for, for example, bioinformatics (gene
expression profiling, sequence analysis), image analysis (as used, e.g., in
high-content screening), chemically aware text mining, and statistics and
data modeling. Pipeline Pilot realizes the pipe lining paradigm; that is,
individual data entities (which correspond to data rows in KNIME, e.g.,
compounds) are passed on to subsequent components as soon as their processing is finished in one component. There are two principal advantages
of this pattern compared to the workflow paradigm, which is implemented
by KNIME or Taverna, for example: It implies high scalability by design
since no intermediate results need to be cached, and second it allows
for an early inspection of the final results. Both benefits come in handy
if the entire analysis flow can be streamed (i.e., the components do not
iterate the data multiple times, and the focus of analysis is on the final
results only). However, this pattern is less well suited for tasks that require
multiple iterations on the data as required by many preprocessing or datamining algorithms. It has also shown to be less convenient if subsequent
modifications to the pipeline are necessary; for example, the user decides
to subbranch from the pipeline or to modify any cOJ?ponent in between;
this typically requires a rerun of the entire protocol. +
Pipeline Pilot uses a client-server architecture in which there are three
different client options, which differ in available functionality and commercial support schemes: a professional client for "own" protocol creation
and customization as well as protocol sharing, a "lite" client for "own"
protocol creation, and a Web port for convenient deployment of existing
protocols.
Similar to KNIME, Pipeline Pilot enables a seamless integration of
third-party tools. This can be as easy as calling an external executable
with dedicated command line flags, the integration of different databases
through ODBC protocols, or the call of external Web services. It also
allows for a fully fledged integration of libraries using customized components. The latter is commonly used by different independent software
vendors, such as ChemAxon, Tripos, and Molecular Networks (the Web
page currently lists more than 30 partners). Pipeline Pilot is a commercial
software product that addresses many user needs, such as client-server
TThe term component translates to node in KNIME or processor in Taverna nomenclature,
whereas a workflow is known as a protocol in Pipeline Pilot.
~ There are components that allow a buffering of intermediate results in a "finish here,
resume later" manner, although these components must be placed in the pipeline beforehand.
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architectu~e, role managem~nt, Web service integration, and reporting;
howev~r, It has .drawbacks wIth respect to usability and is also a relatively

expensIve solutIOn.
InforSense

InforSense.' s workflow editor is part of a larger suite of applications that
targ~ts a ~Ide range of applications: from business intelligence to customer
relatIOnshIp management, and from fraud detection to the life sciences.
Inf~rSens.e uses the workflow engine as the central backbone to integrate
vano~s dIffer~nt ~odules, fOrming the InJorSense platform . Some of the
resultmg ap~hcatI?ns wrap the workflow so that the user can concentrate
on the resultmg vIe,:s: for e~ample, the reporting analytics product.
From the stan?pomt of thIS ~hapter, we are interested primarily in the
~orkflow authonng and executIOn tool. Similar to most of the other tools
dIscussed here, the editor allows a pipeline of modules that read, manipulate, model, anal~ze, and fi~ally, write data to be assembled visually.
On~ st~ength of thIS platform IS the ability to tightly integrate other tools
whIch IS dem?nstrate.d by t~e large list of partners who integrate access t~
(some ?f) theIr ~ools mto thIS workflow engine, especially in the chemoinformatIcs d.omam: However, ac·cess to databases and calls to in-database
data analysIs routmes are also supported.
InforSense uses an object-based design paradigm, which can encapsulate data tab~es as. w~ll as more complex objects. This paradigm results in
data processmg sIrm~¥ to KNIME (i.e., nodes tend to be executed fully
bef~re successors be~o~e e_xecutable) ." Again, this does enable easy integra~IOn of more sophIstIcated nodes, which rely on seeing the data in its
entIrety (or rep~atedly) in order to, for example, build a model of the data,
such as a dec;sIOn tree or a rule model to predict biological activity.
. InforSense s pro?uct portfolio encompasses a variety of different extenSIOns, .based o? thIS workflow engine. ChemSense, to name one, adds
chemomformatl.cs .functionality and allows access to chemical compound
databases, spe~Iahzed data cartridges, and modeling tools from several
vendors. BUIlt-m functionality offers basic property calculations and substructu~e analysis in additio? to the visualizations useful for SAR analyzes.
ExtensIOn.s allow text and Images and also biological data such as gene
and protem expression profiles to be analyzed. However, it is clear that
In~or~ense's expertise l~es in. the analysis and visualization of complex
~cIentIfi.c data sets, w?lle wIth regard to life science applications, the
mtegratIOn of appropnate partner tools is essential. This also becomes
apparent wh~~ browsing through the list of industries using this platform. In addItIOn to pharmaceutics and life science, diverse areas such
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. t" ns illustrate the
as financial services, manufacturing, and commumca 10
breadth of areas covered.
.
f
r
InforSense offers a commercial product with a WIde rang.e.o app l~ations Usina partner extensions, a full suite of chemo- ~nd b~om~o~atl~s
sOlutions c~n be addressed; however, t? be use~ul as-IS too s, t e s an alone tools from InforSense lack domam expertIse.

3 TECHNICAL ISSUES
I the followin a we describe more technical consid~rations to be made
n
b
.
r · t Is usm
a KNIME as an
when designing workflow or pIpe lillng 00 '.
. b
users
.
exam Ie. Most of these considerations were l~splred by how
P d
kflows to behave whereas others resulted from desIgn
expecte wor
'
b
ossible
decisions that required development i~ KNIME to ~ as. easy as p
while still enforcing the stability of thIrd-party contnbutlOns.
The Node Concept
As already pointed out, the most important part of each workflow are the
data-processing elements, the nodes (Figure 3). Usually, a nodedhas o~~
or several input ports and one or se:,eral output ports. Some n: ~~~E
as file readers or writers, have only mputJoutput ports. A node
consists of up to five components:

• The NodeModel, which processes the data.

XML description
<knimeNode>
< / knimeNode>
class
NodeDialogPane
(abstract)

class
NodeModel
(abstract)

class
NodeView
(abstract)

class NodeFactory (abstract)

FIGURE 3
class.

A node is made up of the five components shown: NodeView is an optional

• The (optional) NodeDialog, which lets the user enter the settings for
the node's operation (e.g., which coluflll to use, parameters for the
algorithm).
• The NodeFactory, which creates instances of the model, dialog, and
view (see below).
• An XML file, which describes the nodes functionality, the parameters
the user can adjust, what type of input it expects, and what type of
output it creates.
• Optionally, one or more NodeViews, which visualize data or the
model built inside the node (e.g., a decision tree or a lift chart).
These are the abstract classes that a node implementor has to extend.
Everything else, such as data transfer, invocation of the model, showing
the dialog, and so on, is handled by the framework. The most important
class, called NodeModel, has two main functions:
• To check if input table structures and user settings are compatible
for the specific operation and, if so, to determine the structure of
the output table and report it to the successor nodes. This step is
performed before any actual data are processed and is called the
node's configuration.
• To take the input data, run computation, and create the result table.
This step is called its execution .
Separating configuration and execution makes it possible to build a
workflow, configure all its nodes, and then afterward, begin (the potentially long-running) processing the data while being sure that output and
input data of all connected nodes will match (there are some rare cases
in which a node cannot determine the structur~ of its output table before
having seen the actual data). The NodeDialo~ · consists of one or more
Swing panels, which can contain other possible Swing elements. Usually, the user adjusts a few settings based on the structure of the input
table, which are in tum transferred from the dialog to the model upon
configuration or execution. The optional NodeView is also a user-defined
Swing component which has access to the NodeModel and can visualize
its internal model or the input data (e.g. , Scatter Plotter). While executing
a workflow the user is usually interested in its current state. Therefore, the
status of each node is displayed (waiting for execution, executing, executed, unable to execute). If it is run ing currently, progress is indicated
by a progress bar. Of course, some nodes cannot make such an estimation,
but they can at least report how many rows have been processed, or how
many solutions (output rows) have already been found. In any case, the
user is able to cancel the node' s execution at any time.
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Data Handling
DataTableSpec

Three major design goals of KNIME have been scalability, ease of use,
and a simple extension mechanism. All three principles raise specific challenges to the data-handling mechanism used in KNIME. These challenges
and their solutions are discussed in the following sections. To understand
them, we first take a brief look at the data structure that is used to pass
data through the workflow.
The standard data format is table-based, whereby rows represent different records and columns describe record attributes. As an example,
consider a data set of chemical compounds (e.g., represented by SMILES
i.e., strings), which are described by numerical measures such as log
P, molecular weight, and atom count. The SMILES strings and each of
these attributes are represented by individual columns, whereas a row represents a specific compound with its specific attributes. Figure 4 depicts
the general architecture and the access methods of this data structure (i.e.,
the BufferedDataTable) . Each table has a predefined table specification
(DataTableSpec), which consists of typed and labeled columns (DataColumnSpec). The data, which comply to this specification, are accessible
via an iterator (there is no random access on records), which returns
records one by one (DataRow elements). The fact that the data are only
exposed using an iterator already highlights the fact that tables may have
an almost arbitrarily high number of rows (random access in a large collection would have been prohibitively expensive), whereas the column
count is typically a small number (ranging from very few to a couple of
thousand). KNIME uses a smart caching strategy to swap tables that are
too large to fit into main memory. Subsequent iterations on these tables
read from the hard disk so that the table is never kept in main memory
as a whole (unless a specific implementation of a node decides to do so).
KNIME follows a philosophy according to which (temporary) disk space
is not a limitation, whereas main memory can be.
Efficient Data Referencing KNIME realizes a workflow pattern that
buffers each node's computed outcome. This allows for an inspection of
intermediate results (the user can review what has been computed at each
individual node even after the entire workflow has finished executing),
and second, it offers the possibility of continuing with newly created subbranches after successful execution without the need to rerun the entire
workflow. This buffering strategy can be quite expensive in terms of memory or disk usage since many nodes duplicate their input if not handled
with caution. KNIME uses table references for nodes that perform columnbased transformations to input tables; that is, it does not copy the input data
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fixed number of typed C;I:~S:d a(taTa~Ibels as the underlying data structure. It has a
E
a POSSl y very Iar<>e) number of D taR
row represents a record in the data set.
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a ows. ach

but references them and saves only what has chano-ed In
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.
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b
.
prac Ice, It turns
out that
t
.
. a ~as maJonty of n??e.s t hat actuall-¥ perform these types of modlfic~tlOns (I.e., t?ey. do. n.ot modIfy the entireAtlput data but instead append
rep ace, or modIfy mdlvldual columns). Examples are preprocessing node~
(e.g., column filter), nodes for (chemical) property calculation and type
~o?ve~ers that parse, fo~ instance, numbers or translate chemical represenat~on . rom .one format mto another. It is important to note that successor
no ~s It~ratmg the output of such column transformers will not notice the
specIfic mstance of ~ BU!feredDataTable; instead, they iterate their in ut
whereby the underlymg ~terator assembles the "right" data on the fl .p ,
There are other modIfiers to which a similar trick can be ap;lied
Howeve~, we do not want. to delve into too many technical details her~
but restnct ourselves to bnef mention of the following:
1. D~taTableSpec replacement. Some nodes perform no data mani ulatlOn at all but only change the table specification (e.g., nodes that
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rename columns or set certain properties for them). These nodes do
not create any data but only wrap the input table while changing its
specification.
2. Concatenation. Nodes that process the input data in chunks in order
to exploit today's multicore architecture (see the "Parallel Processing
of Data Inside a Single Node") Section make use of table concatenations . That is, individual workers create only parts of the final
output table, which are eventually combined to create the output
table.
3. Column Append. Specifically, the nodes mentioned in the preceding item often only create new columns and hence make use of the
concatenation scheme. To attach the final result table to the input
table, they implement an append operation. An illustrative example
is a node that generates 3D coordinates for structures (a computationally rather expensive step which can easily be parallelized); the
result consists of the input table joined with the concatenated result
of the individual workers.
All these operations can be nested arbitrarily, which provides a very
powerful framework to reduce the number of data stored in each node.
Unfortunately, this trick cannot be applied to nodes that perform rowbased transformation (e.g., sorting or shuffling the data rows), as this
changes the order of the rows. For these special cases, the data actually
need to be copied. Luckily, there are only a handful of scenarios where this
becomes necessary, as most nodes perform calculations or modification
based on individual rows.
New Data Types Another design principle of KNIME is its extendability. In Section we discussed the definition of new nodes that perform
customized operations. However, this is not the only direction further
extension can take. The definition of new data types is often of interest if
the focus is on analyzing objects of a very specific nature. Very prominent
examples are molecular structures, proteins, and reactions. As a matter
of fact, KNIME in its base version has no chemistry support; standard
types are limited to a very small set that includes strings, real and integer numbers, bit vectors, and cell collections. Chemistry functiona-lity is
available in additional add-ons (called plug-ins), which provide chemistry
data types (such as definitions for SMILES, Mo12, SDF, or PDBt ) and/or
nodes that consume or produce data of these nonstandard types . These
nodes would be useless without a definition of the respective data type.
t In comparison to Pipeline Pilot, KNIME does not define an "own" chemistry type.
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There are more examples of customized data types, which we also discuss
in Section 4, including image data, large text documents, and 3D object
representations.
The definition of a new data type is simple. It boils down to the
definition of common access methods via an interface (extending an
interface DataValue), enabling node implementations to retrieve the cell
internals, and concrete implementation of a container (called DataCell).
The DataValue interface additionally defines common properties of the
type: for instance, a comparator, which is used when a table is to be
sorted according to a column containing cells of the new type. It can
further define a renderer class that is, the functionality to visually depict
an object in KNIME views (e.g., to show a 2D depiction of a molecule
within a table viewer). DataCell implementation, on the other hand, is
used to represent the content and (possibly) to define a custom serializer,
which is used for efficient storage and restoration of objects of that type
(otherwise, the slower standard Java serialization is used).
Some cell objects, such as proteins, images, or documents, can be relatively large (up to a couple of MBs) and need special handling to ensure
fast data iterations and efficient disk usage. These types can be represented by blobs (binary large objects); that is, they are not treated like
the usual cell objects, which are saved consecutively in a data stream, but
instead are saved separately on the hard disk. Further reference to this cell
object does not actually store the cell 'content but, instead, only address
information, to ensure that the content is not duplicated. This also has the
advantage of enabling faster iterations on tables containing blobs, as they
do not get restored as part of the interpretation of the data stream but
only on when the cell is actually accessed. The blob concept has shown
to be very useful in practice, specifically in the
domain of image and text
:>
mining (see Section 4).
~

Loop Support

We have already mentioned in Section 2 that the workflow structure in all
tools discussed here is usually a directed acyclic graph (i.e., there are no
loops) . Still, some type of iteration concept can be of use in many applications : from common tasks such as cross-validation or feature elimination,
to iterating over a list of input files, to even more sophisticated approaches
such as using the rows from an input table as parameters for one iteration
of the loop (e.g., to find the optimal sets of parameters). Before KNIME
2.0, this was only possible by using the batch mode, where node parameters are set on the command line before KNIME begins. A "loop" is then
simulated by executing the same flow repeatedly with different starting
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parameters. This approach, however, has several drawbacks. First, for each
"iteration," KNIME is restarted from scratch, which takes some time. Second, setting the right parameter on the right node via the command line
switches is not very intuitive because one the nodes' XML configuration
files have to be examined, and third, more complex loops such as feature
elimination are not possible at all, because each iteration depends on the
results from previous iterations. Therefore, since version 2.0, loops have
been supported directly by the workflow manager.
A loop consists of two special nodes, the loop start and end nodes.
They are special in the sense that they have access to each other (usually,
a NodeModel cannot access any other NodeModel) and that in contrast to
the nodes inside the loop, they are not reset while the loop is executing.
This is important, because they have to maintain their state during the
iterations. For example, the start node of a cross-validation loop has to
keep track of the data table partitions that are used as training and test
sets, while the end node has to collect the results from each iteration. The
decision as to whether the loop should be stopped or another iteration
performed is made by the end node. This means that the loop is executed
at least once ("do-while" loop). Figure 5 shows the parts of a workflow
that contain a feature elimination loop. Conceptually, feature elimination
consists of two nested loops (the user sees only one loop in the flow).
The "outer" loop is executed as many times as there are features. After
each iteration, one of the features (the one that was least important for
the trained model) is left out. The "inner" loop determines which of the
remaining features is to be removed next by the outer loop. The end
node collects the model performance for each "inner" iteration and then
decides which attribute is left out for the next "outer" iteration. This
process is repeated until only one feature is left. The end node then builds
a special feature elimination model, which can be used later by a feature
elimination filter, which enables certain columns to be filtered from its
input table based on the performance of the model inside the feature
elimination loop.
The loop concept becomes even more powerful when it is combined
with flow variables. These are simple key-value pairs, which are passed
along the connections. Each node may read or write these variables and
use them during execution. Inside the dialog the user can then assign
a certain variable to a dialog setting. When the node is executed, it
takes the value of the variable instead of the value entered in the corresponding dialog component. The last missing piece is a loop start node
which takes a data table as input, holds different parameter settings for
the node(s) inside the loop, and takes one combination (= row) in each
iteration.

TECHNICAL ISSUES
.;!o. 5; BWElim 1:1
File Reader
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FIGURE 5 Workflow containing a feature elimination loop. After the loop has been
fully executed, the feature elimination filter can be used to filter out columns from another
table, based on the error rates seen while looping.

Parallel Data ProceSSing

In the field of workflow syst-ems; ..there are s(,iveral ways to exploit the parallelism offered by multicore processors or mUltiprocessor systems with
shared memory. The simplest and most obvious is the parallel execution
of different branches in the workflow. Each node that is ready for execution can run in its own thread (and is executed on any free processor or
core). In the case of real data pipelines (as in Pipeline Pilot), even nodes
depending on each other can run simultaneously because as soon as a
node has produced one result row it is sent to its successor nodes, which
immediately process it further. However, as we explained in Section 2,
this inherent parallelism cannot be used throughout the entire workflow.
Also, if the runtime per row is very different for the nodes involved, the
achievable speedup is quite limited.
In KNIME, the next, more advanced approach is to process the data
rows of the input table in parallel. Finally, the most sophisticated method
of parallelization is to execute entire subworkflows in parallel (e.g., the
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different iterations of a cross-validation). In addition, s~me algorithI?s
allow for parallelization themselves; however, this asp~ct IS usually qUl~e
independent of the workflow . Next we explain the variOUS approaches m
more detail and also take a brief look at what ~ programmer must do to
write a node that is capable of processing data m parallel.

Parallel Execution of Independent Nodes As already mentioned,
the most obvious method of parallel data pro~essing is to. exe.cute several
independent nodes at the same time. To avmd overloadmg If ~oo. m~ny
nodes are ready for execution, KNIME uses a thread pool.that IS lmllted
in size and reuses threads (Figure 6). The user can speCIfy ~ow ~any
threads should be used at the same time. From the programmer. s pomt of
.
thing needs to be done to allow parallel node executiOns. They
VIew, no
.t k eps track
are handled automatically by KNIME's workflow manager; 1 e
of queuing and executing the nodes in a workflow.
Parallel Processing of Data Inside a Single Node A consider~ble
number of nodes (especially preprocessing nodes) perfo~ co~putatiOns
based on single rows independent of other rows. Shown m Flg~re 6 are
examples of this type of node which parse molecular representatiOns and
or nodes
.
.
e·o ·, the SDF parser)
.
.
convert them mto
mternal
representat·iOns (a
that manipulate image data (e.g., low-pass filter or Vor~nol segm~ntatiOn).
In KNIME these nodes are called threaded nodes, and Implementmg them
is not very different from implementing normal nodes. The. framework
takes care of splitting the input table into chunks; each chunk. IS proces~ed
in a separate thread, which is taken from the thread pool mentiOned earlier.

SDF Reader

Molecule to CDK

Fingerprints

~ =.,~
~
NCI HIV

Plate Reader

·I
LowPass FIter

CR Threshold

Voronol Segmentation

~ £ ~-----iC> ~ ~
~
Cell Images

FIGURE 6 Two small workfiows with threaded nodes.

To achieve an equally distributed load among all threads on the one
hand and a low overhead on the other, a suitable balance between the size
and number of chunks is important. Currently, four times as many chunks
are created as available threads in the pool. The abstract model provided
by the .framework calls a method in the concrete subclass for each row of
the input table, which then returns the new cells that are appended to the
row. In the final phase the results are merged (cf. the Section "Data Handling") and a complete output table is built. The programmer need only be
aware that the code is called by several threads concurrently. Therefore,
synchronized blocks should be avoided and write-access to common data
must be used carefully. Apart from that, implementation resembles the
normal node's API. Almost the same usage model applies in cases where
the number of output rows differs from the number of input rows or when
the structure of the output table is completely different from the input
table structure. Again, the framework invokes a special implementation
for each ro\V of the input data. This time, however, a (possibly empty)
set of complete rows must be returned. Again, the framework takes care
of merging the final results. The threaded nodes have a slight overhead
that comes from splitting the input tables and merging the results. This
depends largely on the size of a row (the number of columns and the
size of the objects in the cells) and on the input/output speed. Generally,
however, this overhead does not significantly impair performance.
Besides this local thread-based parallelization, we are currently working
on distributing the different chunks as jobs into a local cluster. The user
can select how many subjobs should be created (or the number of rows per
job), and the framework keeps track of splitting the input table, creating
the cluster jobs, and finally~>: mergjng the re~ults. Behind the scenes a
small workflow is created that contains just the node(s) that should run
on the cluster. On the cluster, KNIME is started in batch mode and runs
the workflow with one of the input table chunks. Ideally, this distributed
execution should offer the same "feeling" as locally executed nodes (i.e., it
should be possible to cancel them and proper progress should be reported
to the user). Also, users should be able to close their KNIME session and
reopen it later and still obtain the results from the cluster jobs (if they
have already finished) or monitor the current progress.

Parallel Processing of Subworkflows Earlier we explained the concept of loops that repeatedly execute parts of a workflow. A popular
use case is cross-validation to estimate the stability of a trained model.
Figure 7 shows an example of the use of a cross-validation node. First,
the data are read and then fed into the cross-validation loop. Inside the
loop the X-partitioner is responsible for splitting the data into training
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Workflow with a cross-validation node and its internal subworkflow.

and tests sets, whereas the X-aggregator node collects the results and
creates statistics for each iteration. Inside the loop, the user has to insert
at least two nodes that build a model based on the training data and classify the test data using the modeL In the example workflow shown, the
SVM learner node is used, which trains a support vector machine.
Using support vector machines is relatively time consuming, even for
small data sets, and becomes increasingly so if there are 10 or more
iterations in a cross-validation node. In such a case, all iterations are
independent of each other, and partitioning into training and test data
must be identical (i.e., in each iteration another 9 of 10 partitions are used
for training, and the remaining partition is used for testing) . Therefore,
it is quite natural to parallelize the execution of single iterations. Unfortunately, this time, more effort is needed from both sides, the KNIME
framework and the node programmer. The fact that a single node is now
run in several threads at the same time, especially, poses quite a lot of
problems. That these difficulties are solvable has already been demonstrated in a prototype implementation.29 The fact that this requires some
major changes to the internal execution strategy of workflows and to the
node implementations themselves has kept us from integrating it into the
official KNIME releases so far.
Integration of Third-Party Contributions

We mentioned in Section 2 that besides the CDK integration, the base
KNIME distribution does not offer much bio- or cheminformatics-related
functionality. Most of the nodes available come from third-party vendors.
Because KNIME is based on Eclipse, it is very easy to add additional
nodes (or other functionality) by using Eclipse's plug-in mechanism.
The KNIME core offers extension points to which other plug-ins can be
attached. The plug-in offering the extension point subsequently reads out
all attached extensions; in the case of KNIME, these are usually additional

nodes. The node.s are then added into the node repository automatically
and are usable like any other KNIME node. This extension mechanism
allows for a lot more than simply being able to add nodes. In the current
development version a plug-in can even change the way that sino-Ie nodes
are ~xecuted by p~ov~ding a special node executor. The distrib~ted processmg of a node mSIde a cluster that we described earlier is realized by
an additional plug-in.
S!uit~ often, users and vendors want to integrate existing programs or
scnpts mto KNIME. For very simple scripts, KNIME offers the external tool node, which creates a CSV file from the input table, launches
an external program with this file as an argument, and finally, reads a
result file back in. For small amounts of table-structured data this works
well, but it does not work for large numbers of molecules in SDF format
for example (which has a special internal structure). In such cases ded~
~cated ~odes have to be programmed to create the program's inpu~ files
m the nght way and to parse the results in the correct manner back into
KNIME. However, this file-based transfer of data is far from optimal.
Ideally, the exte~al ~rogr~m could work inside a "pipe" created by the
KNIME node. It IS gIVen mput data on its standard input and writes the
results to standard output, whereupon KNIME reads them back in. This
not only renders the intermediate fi les obsolete but provides for much bett~r pr~gress reporting, as KNIME simply counts the rows it has already
pIped mto the external program (or the number of results it has received).
Ho~ever, usuall~ the external program has to be adapted for this type
of pIped processmg. Unfortunately, currently, most vendors refrain from
modifying their existing software. However, with regard to open-source
software, this should be a manageable task.
~.

4

EXAMPLE FLOWS AND

USE CASES'

In this section we show some example workflows that come from three
different research areas. The first, a chemoinformatics-related use case
is the realization. of a ~l~ssical virtual high-throughput screening protocol; the seco~d IS a blOmformatics application, the automated analysis
of cell assay Images; and the third deals with the more o-eneral issue of
~ext mining in scientific publications. The workflows p;esented are all
Implemented with KNIME, but in principle, similar workflows should be
possible in the other workflow environments as well.
Virtual High-Throughput Screening

In traditional high-throughput screening (HTS), hundreds of thousands of
compounds are automatically tested for their reaction in combination with
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a given target protein. Usually, the degree to which a compound inhibits
the activity of the protein is measured. Molecules with high inhibition rates
are then tested further in smaller assays, where the exact concentration
at which they prevent 50% of the protein's activity (the ICso value) is
determined.
HTS is quite an expensive and time-consuming process which severely
restricts the number of compounds that can be tested. Therefore, quite
a few computational methods have been developed that try to predict a
molecule's activity without performing real tests. Common approaches
are:
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• Protein - ligand docking, where a compounds is "docked" into the
protein's active site and the total energy of the bomid ligand-protein
complex is taken as a measurement for the assumed activity (the
lower the energy the better it should bind to the protein).
• Several ligand-similarity methods, such as Feature Trees,26 Cofea, l
or Shape Signatures,36 that compute a similarity measure based on
the molecules' properties, driven by the assumption that similar
molecules show similar reactions.
• Pharmacophore searches, where abstract properties (charge, volume,
proton donors/acceptors) of known active (or inactive) compounds
describe a 3D search pattern with with which the entire database is
scanned.
• Simple target-independent molecular descriptors, which can also be
used to compute the similarity between molecules.
These approaches can now either be used to replace HTS (which is
usually not applied) or as a preselection step in which a set of compounds
from a virtual library is selected that is processed afterward by traditional
HTS. Figure 8 shows a workflow for the second approach.
On the left, data are read into the workflow. This not only includes
the molecular structures, which are later processed by some Schrodinger
nodes, but also text files containing output from a Feature Trees comparison and from Cofea. This can be slightly more complex, as in the case
of the feature tree similarities. In the lower part of the workflow, some of
the Schrodinger nodes essentially perform a docking of the virtual library
into a prepared protein. Then the scores and similarities from the various
sources are joined together so that each row corresponds to one molecule
and its attributes are in the columns. The following meta node computes
a number of very simple combined scores by taking the maximum (or
minimum) scores of a certain approach (e.g., the maximum of all Cofea
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lmage-processmg nodes . (See insert for color representation of the figure.)
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FIGURE 10 The enrichment plotter shows all molecules on the x -a~is and the active
molecules on the y-axis . The different graphs are created by first sortmg all molecules
based on the prediction and then plotting the number of actives discovere~ among the first
x ranked molecules. The light-gray line on the left indicates optimal ennchment whereas
the diagonal indicates random enrichment.

each iteration and finally creates a statistic (error rate) for e~ch iter~tion.
The prediction results can subsequently be visualized graphIcally VIa the
enrichment plotter (see Figure 10) as well.
Cell Assay Image Analysis

The second example workflow we present is used to analy.ze c~ll i~ages.
In the last few years the development of high-throughput Imagmg mst:uments (e.g., fluorescence microscope cameras) resulted in them becommg
a promising tool to study the effect of drug candidates on differ~nt cell
types. These devices are able to produce hundreds of .th~usands of Images
per day. One goal of the cell assay image .analysis IS to label a ~ew
selected cell images by hand and to automatically label the :a,st ma~o~
ity of the images afterward. To obtain a classification of one Image, I~ ~s
segmented into small subimages, each containing o~e cell of the on~I
nal image. Segmentation allows the cells to be consI~ered separa~ely III
order to distinGuish between different reactions of cells m the same Image.
When most of the small subimages are classified, a classification of the
original image can be made by a majority decision.

The

w~rkflow

shown in Figure 11 consists of three major parts: the
the feature extraction part, and the classification part.
Frrst, the raw Images from the used plates are read in via the plate reader
an~ the plate editor. Then the images are equalized, which means that
theIr gray values are scaled to the complete range available. After that,
~everal features such as histograms or textures are computed for each
Image as a whole. After normalizing the images' histograms, they are
roughl~ clustered; so~e clusters are removed afterward (e.g. , if they are
too n?I~Y) . Th.en the Images are segmented into small subimages, each
~ontammg a smgle cell. Obviously, the resulting number of data points
IS v.ery large, ~ecause t~e ~ousands of images are segmented into small
subimages.
ThIS results m an order
of millions
of imaGes.
The next nodes
.
l
em the flow compute such features as texture, Zemike shapes, and peaks
for ea~h of the small single-cell images, which later are joined together in
one bIg table. The last part of the workflow consists of the classification
of the images, which in this case is performed using an active learning
approach.lO Briefly, this means that the user has to classify some (care~ully selected) images first and then the algorithm only asks the user for
~mages ~bout which it is uncertain. The final classification of the complete
Images IS obtained by classifying each individual cell within the Given
image. Each cell is assigned to a cluster and its correspondinG class~ The
proportion of the distribution of the various classes is the de~isive factor
for classifying the entire image. If a clear majority decision can be made
the image does not need to be considered further. Figure 12 shows th~
plate view, in which the wells are assigned different classes indicated by
the colors.
s~gmentatlOn ~art,
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FIGURE 12 The plate viewer provides a graphical view of the classification results,
Each point is a separate well on the plate, with the color indicating the class of the cell
culture contained.

Text Mining in Scientific Publications

Text mining is a research area where unstructured texts are analyzed
automatically and transformed into data structures that can be used with
classical data-mining techniques such as clustering or even classification.
Problems arising in text mining and natural language processing (NLP)
are manifold: for example, part-of-speech tagging, stemming, named entity
recognition (i.e., assigning words to different categories, such as gene or
protein), and concept or keyword extraction. There is an extension for
KNIME, which enables analysis of text documents, that contains special
data types, such as documents, terms, sentences, and tags, together with
a bunch of nodes. Figure 13 shows a big flow that processes PubMed
abstracts for later clustering and classification. The two nodes at the top
left take a simple query string and fetch the matching abstracts from
PubMed. In the example two different document categories are retrieved,
one dealing with "Human" and "Aids," the other with "Mouse" and "Cancer." After concatenating the two tables, which contain each matching
document as a document cell in a row, first biomedical entities such as

FIGURE 13 KNIME workflow showing the use of the text-mining extension. After
several preprocessing steps, the documents are clustered and a decision tree for later
claSSIficatIOn of new documents is built.

"gene," "protein," or "celllin~" are":recognized using ABNER,28 and then
parts-of-speech (verb, noun, etc.) are assigned. Next a "bag of words"
is created (i.e., tuples of single words and documents). The next four
nodes remove terms that are generally useless for further analysis, such
as stop words ("and," "is," "the," .. .), punctuation characters, words that
are too short, or numbers. The Porter stemmer then stems all terms and
outputs only their word roots, which usually reduces the number of terms.
Then relative and absolute frequencies for each term in each document
ar~ computed together with the inverse document frequency. The Java
smppet node computes the TF*IDF value, which is the relative term frequency multiplied by its inverse document frequency. Next, the important
keywords are e~~racted from the documents, in this case using a graphbased. approach. The following nodes change the table format so that it
contams a document vector for each document, where the entries in the
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Boolean vector represent the extracted keywords and indicate whether or
not a word appears in the document. The category to class node adds to
each row (either "Human-Aids" or "Mouse-Cancer") a column containing
the class of the document, and the color manager adds color information
based on the class assigned to each row (the colors can be chosen in the
dialog). The last part of the workflow is to demonstrate two possible ways
to build models from these document vectors. In the two upper branches,
unsupervised models are built- a hierarchical cluster model and a 2D
projection with MDS - using a precomputed distance matrix. For highdimensional bit vectors such as the document vectors, it is preferable,
for example, to use the cosine distance instead of the standard Euclidean
distance. The two models can be visualized later. By using the appended
color information, it is easy to determine the quality of the model just by
looking at it. In the cluster dendrogram, branches should consist mainly of
items from the same class at the leaves, and in the MDS, plot points with
equal colors and shape (= class) should group together. This works quite
well for the example data used, as can be seen in Figure 14 (we do not
show the cluster dendrogram, as the different classes are only visualized
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FIGURE 15 The scorer shows the confusion matrix of the prediction and the classificatIon error and accuracy.

by small color points and cannot be distinguished well if printed in this
format) .
.The lower. branch performs supervised training of a decision tree by
usmg the aVaIlable category information. The built tree can be used later to
classif~ unknown documents. In the example this is simulated by splitting
the. entlfe document table into two parts, one for training the other for
testmg. The scorer node at the end shows a confusion matrix and the
error rate of the prediction (see Figure 15).
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